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Abstract
A Pennsylvania hospital library consortium recently participated in a
MLA Journal Club on Evidence-Based Health Care (EBHC). The practice of EBHC has become prevalent in medical education.
Increasingly residents and attendings are exposed to the concept of
EBHC and seek the assistance of medical librarians to help develop
proficiency in EBHC.- The Journal Club was designed to help th~
librarians become more familiar with EBHC. During these sessions,
the attendees agreed that more needed to be done to promote EBHC.
The librarians developed an EBHC poster with informational
brochures. The poster and brochures are generic, allowing their use
in all hospitals. The poster includes the steps of EBHC, the PICO
method and rating healthcare literature in terms of clinical relevance.
Brochures consist of a glossary, reference sources, study designs,
clinical questions and the literature classification chart. After the
posters were in place, each library tracked the number of brochures
used, documented traffic at the poster and the frequency of EBHC reference questions.

'

Steps in EBHC:

How to focus the clinical
question (PICO):

1. Formulate clinical question

Finding the best
evidence to support
clinical decision
making

2. Search for best evidence
3. Analyze the literature for validity
and relevance
4. Apply the best evidence to patient
considering his/her unique needs

Results
The poster and brochure usage varied from institution to institution (see Fig.
1). Surprisingly the smaller institutions had more traffic than the larger
ones. Some possible explanations for these results include:
*Some institutions are promoting EBHC and others are not.
*Smaller libraries have a smaller staff and tend to see what is going on more
easily.
*Library patrons in smaller libraries with part-time librarians tend to
rely on "self help" and look for tip sheets for help guides.
*Some institutions are much busier than others (both staff and patrons)
therefore the display may go unnoticed.
*Many libraries have after hours access or only part time staff coverage,
therefore it would be difficult to take accurate note of the traffic.

P What are the patient's
characteristics or problems ?
I \Vhat intervention is being
considered ?
C If applicable, what can this
intervention be compared to '!
0 What clinical outcome is
important for this unique
patient?

S. Evaluate the outcome

Evidence-Based Health Care
Choose the most appropri ate studies for specific clinica l questions
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Needs
Cooperating Hospital Libraries of the Lehigh Valley consists of 16 hospital libraries in the Lehigh Valley area. The library staff sizes range
from 1 part-time staff person to 2 full-time librarians with support staff.
Recently some of the librarians participated in a MLA journal club on
Evidence-based Medicine. We chose EBHC because this mode of practice is becoming more prevalent in Medical Education. Since residents
are being taught this approach, we wanted to become more familiar
with EBHC so we can assist them.

CHL Response

~

During the journal club sessions, the group wanted to do something to
help promote EBHC. We decided on a poster with three brochures of
information. We wanted the poster to be generic so it could be used in
each hospital, but still flexible to allow for facility specific information
(i.e. logos, different Medline products). The poster will list the steps of
EBHC, the PICO method to focus the clinical question, and the "literature wedge" (see Fig. 1). We also noted, "For further information contact your medical librarian." One brochure is a glossary of terms, the
second is reference sources, and the third consists of study designs,
and the "literature wedge."
A poster was placed in each library. The library staff of each library
tracked the number of brochures used and noted how many questions
they received. They also observed the traffic at the poster for the first
week that the poster was on display.

For furth er informati on, contact your medi cal librarian.

~

HC

Some libraries also promoted EBHC through other activities. These activities
included:
*A resident research meeting that covered how to write the clinical question.
*A library committee that included a demo of the Cochrane library.
*A column devoted to EBHC in the library newsletter.
*A memo to all physicians letting them know the display was in the library.
Figure 1
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Needed by

Put in mailbox,_ _ __
US mail _ _ address

Courier

Search for the foll owing :

-OR- For Evidence -Based Hea lth Care Resu lts, complete the fol lowing:
Your cli nical qu estion :
P- Patient cha racteristics or prob lem _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __
(Disease. age group, etc.)
I-Intervention or exposure under consideration ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Diagnostic test, therapy, hazards)
C-Compariso n intervention (when relevant) ________________
(One test/ treatment vs . another)
0- Clinical outcome(s) of interest
(Outcome important to patien t)
Search Limits:
Lan guage: English only
All languages_ _ __
Other_ _ __ _ _ _ __
Date limit
Male/female
Human
Ani mal studies._ __
Age limit_ _ _ __
Types of information :
Overview
Comprehensive__
Other_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Journals:
Review articles
System atic Reviews
Clinical trials _ _ __

Brochures
Used

Practice Guidelines.___

Case studies _ _ __

Additional
Comments- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

' The library staff makes every effort to provide accurate an d complete database search results.
Howeve r, it assumes no liability for the information retrieved, its interpretation, appl ications, or
omissions.
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1
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44
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3
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-
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-

3
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3

3

30
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1
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Library
Staff
Size
2.0
0.5
2.0
6.0
4.0
1.0
0.5
1.0

FTE
FTE
FTE
FTE
FTE
FTE
FTE
FTE

Summary
As institutions and physicians adopt the practice of EBHC, medical librarians will have to find new ways to assist them. Our library consortium has
developed a poster display and brochures that effectively support the use
of EBHC.

